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INCENDO SCREENWRITERS WIN TELEVISION MOVIE LEO AWARD 
 

 
Montreal, June 6th 2017 – Incendo, Canadian leader in television production and distribution 
based in Montreal, is very proud to announce that recurring screenwriters Doug Barber and 
James Phillips won the 2017 Leo Award in the Television Movie – Screenwriting category for 
their work on SWEPT UNDER. The Incendo production was shot in Montreal in 2015.  The Leo 
Awards are the awards program for the British Columbia film and television industry. Winners 
were announced on Sunday June 4th at the Gala Awards Ceremony in Vancouver.  
 
SWEPT UNDER: Meet Morgan. At first glance, she's just your average cleaning lady. She has no 
problem getting her hands dirty, which is a good thing considering it's not fancy houses she 
cleans for a living - it's gruesome crime scenes. It's at one of these scenes that Morgan discovers 
a key piece of evidence overlooked by the forensics team. This, and her knack for reading blood 
splatter, catch Nick's attention, a newbie detective working the case. The pair soon become 
unofficial partners on what's become a stream of related murders and the closer they get to 
solving the mystery the closer they get to each other. But while they succeed in getting a 
confession from their primary suspect, their feelings for each other risk blinding them to the 
truth and they find themselves dangerously close to the real killer. 

 

 



About Incendo   
Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and international distribution 
of high quality television programming for the worldwide marketplace. Since its inception in 
2001, the company has produced compelling movies, television series as well as documentaries 
that have been sold throughout the world. Through its joint venture with Twentieth Century 
Fox International Television (Fox/Incendo), Incendo is the leading television distribution 
company in Canada and also handles theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount Pictures.  

For more information, including trailers and upcoming projects, please visit www.incendo.ca    
 
About the Leo Awards   
The Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Foundation of British Columbia is a not-for-profit 
organization whose mission is to celebrate and promote the achievements of the British 
Columbia film and television industry through the presentation of an annual awards program – 
the Leo Awards.  
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